MICC Questionnaire 2017 - Results
Question #1

this group feels like a closed group not looking for new members. unwelcoming :(
9/1/2017 8:31 AM
Not being resident I do not get to many meetings.
8/31/2017 4:44 AM
What i would like to see is that when a member has a suggestion for the meeting is that he brings it ti the
attention of the committee first instead of bring it up at the meetings which in most cases goes back and
forth on the floor and achieves nothing. If the committee feel that the suggestion is good and warrants
some more talk then we can hear from them. It is sad to say but when (someone) starts on one of his little
jibes you can see the atmosphere in the room deteriorate. This is not good for the club. I know (someone)
means well but the members want to get on with things not hear a load of banter go back and forth. We
know that most come for the auction or to buy a coin or two from members and i think this is the most
important part for them
8/29/2017 6:42 PM
Would like see only numismatic related subjects where all members can participate without being
preempted by the auction. This might at times mean to shorten the auction. Easy, to 30 Items. (other
clubs do it!!) Also would like to see real auctions without reserves. Present auctions are nothing but sales,
usually based on trends. Or on Junk being sold...or not. A member can always buy the item back if it does
not reach the expected price level. A buyback should cost a small fee. You have to ask yourself what the
club stands for. Is it to further numismatics? Or is it the auction and socializing? I believe we have to
decide these preferences and act accordingly. We used to have a table for items for sale etc. before the
meeting. Where is it? I think I know. it has gone away because some Sellers priced their items out of

reach for the average collector. That is ok, nobody has to buy. It is the same in the auction Re: Bourse or
Large Auction It is essential for a successful event to allow outside collectors to take part. (see website
issues). Previously when this was mentioned the issues of security came up. Some of you had examples
of robberies etc. Nobody wants to be a victim. However, I also do not want to miss opportunities because
one or 2 of you have reservations. Last Saturday some of you were at the Victoria show. I would
conservatively guess that there was a $-value of roughly $20-30,000 on the tables. The show was well
advertised and went off without a hitch. AND it was a success because the public was invited. Serious
collectors, unknown to the club, came forward and became buyers and maybe members. It is my sincere
believe that the club must do something serious to get more members, especially younger members.
Currently there is nothing done to entice anyone to join. We had a super opportunity at VIEX by
advertising to the public, either through the VIEX flier, or through our own web site. I believe NOTHING
was done! Opportunities lost!!! Most people I spoke to were actually surprised and had no idea that we
were there. Someone indicated that there was an opportunity to advertise with the VIEX advertising.
However, nothing at all was communicated at a meeting. In previous years I put it on Craigs-List. This
year I did not. Why should I or anyone else if the club is not interested for whatever reason???
8/28/2017 2:07 PM
You have not given an opportunity for other comments, so I am using this space. I would be interested in
the presentations suggested as long as they are not boring, focusing on one tiny aspect repeatedly, and
not at every meeting.
8/28/2017 11:27 AM
I would like more focus on education. There should be a dedicated education slot at alost all the
meetings. In particular, I would like to see presentations on: forgeries, grading (both Canadian coins and
ancient coins), history of coin making, tokens, and why they are valued, and occasional presentations
about coins from a specific country.
8/28/2017 9:01 AM
Shorten the formal aspect of the meeting to about 20 min, have a presentation (20-30 min) on a specific
denomination or numismatic interest. This time could also be spent to cover a specific numismatic error
or counterfeit item. My recommendation is to where possible ensure that the Coin Auction remains as
part of this meeting agenda.
8/27/2017 8:44 PM
More slide shows, grade seminars
8/27/2017 12:59 PM
Would like to see a continuation of the videos of past meetings. Also member or guest presentations
8/27/2017 10:09 AM
Too soon to tell
8/25/2017 8:12 PM

Question #2

Question #3

its not of any interest
8/31/2017 6:49 PM
Do not know purpose of website. Is it intended for member use or to attempt to Recruit new members?
8/31/2017 4:44 AM
None
8/29/2017 6:42 PM
There is no good reason to go to the website. There is nothing to be gained or learned at this time. As I
mentioned from day ONE. Remove all the unpaid ads and make it "OUR" site. Replace these with links to
members stuff or with nothing at this time. These ads were the first content that had been on the site from
day one. I asked questions then, but never received a proper answer. It is ridiculous for the club to advertise
for free! Nothing in return! I know, and I am not surprised, we do not have enough hits YET, so nobody
sees an advantage to pay. But for free?? NOT. I know, we could be one of the top clubs in Canada if all is
set up properly. I pointed out some items in my letter to management about a month ago. Set up the sites
email in such a way that each member will be able to communicate with another member through the site
WITHOUT being intercepted first by Management. Each member would have a personal MICC email
address. Members can post their want or sales list etc…. Make the site available for members to post open

articles readable by members AND the public without having to sign in to “member only “ business. Make
it an open forum where the public can read all of it, but only forum members can respond. Allow non
member collectors to become members in the forum with conditions attached. (like verifying who they are).
Let every forum member pick their own forum name. Mine was allocated, the only forum that ever
happened to me.
8/28/2017 2:07 PM
The News should refer to website content, such as particular articles, This would draw me into visiting the
website. I find the articles in the News interesting.
8/28/2017 9:01 AM
Why not put the Meeting and Auction news on the website, This would bring everyone to the website. All
notices should be referred back through it
8/25/2017 11:10 PM

Question #4

Not one to really participate in forums.
8/31/2017 4:44 AM
none
8/29/2017 6:42 PM
Because there is nothing to read or learn at the MICC forum this time. A forum has to be open for everyone
to read, including the public. It is excellent advertising for the club and, it will appeal to collectors not even
aware yet that a club exists. It should allow to directly (from a PC without going via a 3rd party) upload
images for discussion in the forum.

8/28/2017 2:07 PM
Since we have developed the forum as a place that we can communicate in a secured environment, it would
now take input from the individual members to post what they have for sale or trade. This is also a great
place to comment about specific errors, have an open discussion. Without the input from the members, it
appears it will go dormant (as whats currently the case) as people loose interest if no new content appears.
8/27/2017 8:44 PM
As Above
8/25/2017 11:10 PM

Question #5

Question #6

Question #7

US Currency
8/31/2017 8:34 AM
Enjoy the publication and auction list as well as participating in the auction when attending A meeting.
As meeting duration time is limited, due to closing time of facility, agenda may set a bit hectic.
Restaurant is very generous in providing the room so not complaining. Maybe an earlier start time could
be implemented.
8/31/2017 4:44 AM
GB American Canada
8/29/2017 6:42 PM
British, especially Victorian, but any period.
8/28/2017 9:01 AM
Netherlands (Dutch) & WWII German
8/27/2017 8:44 PM
BC trade dollars & medallions, tokens etc.

8/27/2017 10:55 AM

Question #8

